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Abstract. We consider the parameterized Thue equation
X4   4sX3Y   (2ab + 4(a + b)s)X2Y 2   4absXY 3 + a2b2Y 4 = 1;
with a; b 2 1
4
Z such that ab 2 Z. By the hypergeometric method and a
method of Tzanakis we nd all solutions, if s is large with respect to jaj
and jbj.
1. Introduction
Let F 2 Z[X;Y ] be a homogeneous, irreducible polynomial of degree
d  3 and m a nonzero integer. Then the Diophantine equation
(1.1) F (X;Y ) = m
is called a Thue equation in honour of A. Thue [15] who proved that Dio-
phantine equation (1.1) has only nitely many solutions (X;Y ) 2 Z2. The
proof of this theorem is based on Thue's approximation theorem. Given " > 0
and an algebraic number  of degree n  2, then there are only nitely many
integers p and q > 0 that satisfy  pq
 < q n=2 1 ":
Since the proof of this approximation theorem is not eective we cannot solve
Thue equations by exploiting the proof of Thue. However, Thue observed
that his approximation theorem can be made eective, if one can nd good
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approximations to . Although Thue never stated explicitly anything like
this, Thue [16] actually solved the family of Thue equations
(a+ 1)Xn   aY n = 1;
where n  3 is a prime and a is suitable large with respect to n. He obtained
his good approximations by considering suitable dierential equations and
their related hypergeometric functions. Mahler [12] was the rst who stated
results on eective measurement of algebraic numbers. For Thue equations of
degree 3 Chudnovsky [8] gives a detailed study on the Thue-Siegel method.
In the 60's of the previous century, Baker [1, 3] considered linear forms of
logarithms. In a further paper [2], he used his results on linear forms in order
to show how Thue equations can be solved algorithmically. Using Baker's
method, Bugeaud and Gy}ory [7] computed upper bounds for the solutions
of a single Thue equation. These bounds only depend on the regulator, the
degree of the related number eld and the degree of the Thue equation. Also
ecient algorithms have been developed by several authors. The most famous
are from Tzanakis and de Weger [18] and from Bilu and Hanrot [6].
In 1990 Thomas [14] considered the family
X3   (n  1)X2Y   (n+ 2)XY 2   Y 3 = 1;
where n is some parameter running through all positive integers. This was
the rst time that a family of Thue equations with positive discriminant has
been solved.
Another practical approach to solve Thue equations is the method of
Tzanakis [17] who showed how to reduce quartic Thue equations of certain
type to a system of Pellian equations. Using the method of Tzanakis, Dujella
and Jadrijevic [9] solved the parametrized Thue equation
(1.2) X4   4nX3Y + (6n+ 2)X2Y 2 + 4nXY 3 + Y 4 = 1
by reducing it to the system
(2n+ 1)U2   2nV 2 =1;
(n  2)U2   nZ2 =  2
of Pellian equations. They solved this system for all rational integers n  4 by
the method of Baker and Davenport (cf. [4]) combined with the congruence
method (cf. [9]) and a result of Bennett [5] about simultaneous approxima-
tions of square roots. By a renement of their method, Dujella and Jadri-
jevic (cf. [10]) solved the Thue inequality
(1.3)
X4   4nX3Y + (6n+ 2)X2Y 2 + 4nXY 3 + Y 4  6n+ 4:
The aim of this paper is to solve following family of Thue equations:
(1.4) X4   4sX3Y   (2ab+ 4s(a+ b))X2Y 2   4absXY 3 + a2b2Y 4 = ;
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where  2 f1; 1g, a; b 2 14Z, with a 6= b and 0 6= ab 2 Z and s 2 Z large with
respect to jaj and jbj. Observe that for a =  2, b = 1=2 and  = 1 we obtain
equation (1.2). In particular we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to Thue equation (1.4) with s 2 Z;





Then necessarily  = 1. Furthermore, the only solutions are (X;Y ) = (1; 0),
(X;Y ) = (0;1) if ab = 1 or those listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Solutions to (1.4), provided s is \large".
a b X Y a b X Y
  174  4 4 1  4   154 4 1
17
4 4 4 1 4 154 4 1
  52  2 2 1  2   32 2 1
5
2 2 2 1 2 32 2 1
 2  1 1 1
2 1 1 1
Observe that there is no solution in the case of  =  1 and s suciently
large. Furthermore it is no restriction to assume that jaj  jbj, since equation
(1.4) is symmetric in a and b.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
some preliminary results and investigate asymptotic expansions of the relevant
roots. How to reduce Thue equation (1.4) to a system of Pellian equations is
demonstrated in Section 3. For solutions to this system we will nd an upper
bound by the hypergeometric method (cf. Section 4). In order to obtain a
lower bound we will use Pade approximations in Section 5. The proof of
Theorem 1.1 will be nished in Section 6, where we consider the remaining
case jY j = 1. In the last section we will state special cases of Theorem 1.1,
where a; b 2 12Z, respectively a; b 2 Z, and give some examples.
2. Preliminaries
We start with the norm form equation









(s+ a)(s+ b) + s;
with s 2 Z and a; b 2 14Z, such that ab 2 Z, jaj  jbj and a 6= b. Obviously,









any case, K is Galois, since K is the compositum of two elds that are Galois
over Q. If s > max(jaj; jbj), then K is a real eld and moreover K is quartic
if and only if none of the quantities s(s + a); s(s + b) and (s + a)(s + b) is a
perfect square.
Lemma 2.1. Assume s > (2jaj+1=4)2. Then K is Galois, real and quartic
with Galois group G ' Z=2Z Z=2Z.
Proof. From the discussion above we know that K is Galois and real.









= Q and therefore K is quartic and we know from Galois
theory that the Galois group is of the wanted form (cf. [11, Chapter VI,
Theorem 1.14]). So we are left to prove that neither s(s + a); s(s + b) nor
(s+ a)(s+ b) is a perfect square.
Assume (s+a)(s+ b) is a perfect square. From the assumptions on a and
b we nd that 4(s+ a)(s+ b) is the square of an integer. On the other hand,
we have
(2s+ (a+ b))2 =4(s+ a)(s+ b) + (a  b)2
>4(s+ a)(s+ b);





  (a  b)2   1
16

4(s+ a)(s+ b)   s  (2jaj+ 1=4)2
<4(s+ a)(s+ b);
a contradiction, hence (s+ a)(s+ b) is not a perfect square. Similarly we nd
(2s+ a)2 >4s(s+ a);
(2s+ a  1=4)2 <4s(s+ a);
and
(2s+ b)2 >4s(s+ b);
(2s+ b  1=4)2 <4s(s+ b):
Therefore neither of s(s+ a); s(s+ b) nor (s+ a)(s+ b) is a perfect square.
Because of Lemma 2.1 we assume for the rest of the paper that s > (2jaj+
1=4)2. Moreover we immediately obtain from Galois theory the conjugates
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1; : : : ; 4 of :





























Therefore we are able to compute the minimal polynomial f 2 Q[X ] of
:
f(X) := X4   4sX3   (2ab+ 4(a+ b)s)X2   4absX + a2b2;
i.e. norm form equation (2.1) is equivalent to Thue equation
(2.3)
F (X;Y ) := X4 4sX3Y   (2ab+4s(a+ b))X2Y 2 4absXY 3 +a2b2Y 4 = 1:
Furthermore we have proved that  is an algebraic integer.
Next we want to investigate the asymptotic of the 's as s ! 1. Be-


























































where all three expansions are valid if s > jaj. The following variant of the
usual O-notation is used. For two functions g(s) and h(s) we write g(s) =
L(h(s)) if jg(s)j  h(s). This notation is used in the middle of an expression







































For an exact asymptotic of
p
(s+ b)(s+ a) we consider the N -th coecient


















 if N  2;
1 if N = 0; 1:
Since jC(N)j is decreasing with N , this implies
p













































3. From Thue equations to Pellian equations
In 1993, Tzanakis [17] considered Thue equations of the form
(3.1) F (X;Y ) := a0X
4 + 4a1X
3Y + 6a2X
2Y 2 + 4a3XY
3 + a4Y
4 = m
such that F (X;Y ) 2 Z[X;Y ], m 2 Z and a0 > 0. Furthermore the corre-
sponding number eld K has to be Galois and non-cyclic. If we assume K
is not totally complex, i.e. there is some real root of F (X; 1), then K is the
compositum of two real quadratic elds. Furthermore the equation
(3.2) 43   g2   g3 = 0
has three distinct rational roots 1; 2 and 3; here g2 and g3 are invariants
of the following form:
g2 =a0a4   4a1a3 + 3a22; g3 = det
0




Let H(X;Y ) and G(X;Y ) be the quartic and sextic covariants of F (X;Y )
respectively (cf. [13]), i.e.
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We have
H(X;Y ) 2 1
48
Z[X;Y ]; G(X;Y ) 2 1
96
Z[X;Y ]
and (cf. [13, Chapter 25, Theorem 1])
(3.3) 4H3   g2Hf2   g3f3 = G2:










ri (i = 1; 2; 3):
Then H0; G0 2 Z[X;Y ] and ri 2 Z. In view of equation (3.3) we have
(H0   4r1f)(H0   4r2f)(H0   4r3f) = 3G20:
Since H and f are relatively prime (cf. [17, Proposition 1]) there exist square-
free integers k1; k2 and k3 and quadratic forms Gi 2 Z[X;Y ], i = 1; 2; 3 such
that
(3.4) H0   4rif = kiG2i i = 1; 2; 3:
If (X;Y ) is a solution to (3.1), we obtain from identity (3.4) the system
k2G
2
2   k1G21 = 4(r1   r2)m; k3G23   k1G21 = 4(r1   r3)m(3.5)
of Pellian equations.
Applying this procedure to Thue equation (2.3) we obtain
a0 =1; a1 =  s; a2 =  ab+ 2s(a+ b)
3
; a3 =  sab; a4 =a2b2;
g2 =a





(2ab+ s(a+ b))(ab+ s(2b  a))(ab+ s(2a  b));
1 =  1
3









2 abY 2; G2 = X2+2aXY +abY 2; G3 = X2+2bXY +abY 2;
k1 = 48(a+ s)(b+ s); k2 = 48s(b+ s); k3 = 48s(a+ s):
This yields the system
(a+ s)U2   sV 2 = a; (b+ s)U2   sZ2 = b;(3.6)
with
U = X2   abY 2; V = X2 + 2aXY + abY 2; Z = X2 + 2bXY + abY 2
and  = 1.
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4. Hypergeometric method
In this section we want to nd an upper bound for jU j if (U; V; Z) is a
solution to system (3.6). Let us rst observe that if (U; V; Z) is a solution to
(3.6), then also (U;V;Z) is a solution to (3.6). Therefore we may assume
without loss of generality U; V; Z  0. Furthermore U = 0 yields sV 2 = a
and, since we assume s > (2jaj + 1=4)2, we have jV j < 1, hence V = 0 and
a = 0, a contradiction. Similar arguments apply to V and Z, therefore we
may assume U; V; Z > 0. In order to prove an upper bound for jU j we will
discuss rst some approximation properties of solutions (U; V; Z) to (3.6).





















Proof. We only prove the rst inequality. The proof of the second in-
equality is analogous. One just has to replace Z by V and b by a. Since





























Division with U yields the lemma.





















Hence we have found a good simultaneous approximation to
p
1 + as andq
1 + bs . The following discussion will show that this approximation is in
some sense too good. We start with a theorem of Bennett [5, Theorem 3.2].
Theorem 4.2. If ai; pi; q and N are integers for 0  i  2 with a0 < a1 <
a2, aj = 0 for some 0  j  2, q nonzero and N >M 9, where M = max
i=0;1;2
jaij,













> (130N) 1q  = c 1q ;
where












(a2   a0)2(a2   a1)2
2a2   a0   a1 if a2   a1  a1   a0;
(a2   a0)2(a1   a0)2
a1 + a2   2a0 if a2   a1 < a1   a0:
We want to apply Theorem 4.2 to ai = a
0 and aj = b0 with some i; j 2
f0; 1; 2g, i 6= j, a = a0=4, b = b0=4 and N = 4s. First let us estimate .
Therefore we have to distinguish between 6 cases (remind that we always
assume jaj  jbj, hence ja0j  jb0j).
 Suppose a0 > b0 > 0 and a0   b0  b0   0. Then we have a0  2b0 and
 =
(a0   0)2(a0   b0)2
2a0   b0   0 =
a02(a0   b0)2




 Let a0 > b0 > 0 and a0  b0 < b0  0. The last inequality is a0 < 2b0 and
therefore
 =
(a0   0)2(b0   0)2






 Assume a0 > 0 > b0. Since ja0j  jb0j we have a2   a1  a1   a0, i.e.
 =
(a0   b0)2(a0   0)2
2a0   b0   0 =
(a0   b0)2a02




 Provided b0 > 0 > a0 we have a2   a1  a1   a0, hence in both cases
\<" and \=" we nd
 =
(b0   a0)2(0  a0)2
0 + b0   2a0 =
(b0   a0)2a02








2  0  b0   a0 =
b02a02




 At last we consider the case 0 > b0 > a0 and 0  b0 < b0 a0. Therefore
2jb0j < ja0j and
 =
(0  a0)2(b0   a0)2
b0 + 0  2a0 =
a02(b0   a0)2





All cases together yield the estimation   43 ja0j3 = 2563 jaj3. Hence we have
c  c0 := 133120
3
sjaj3;   0 = 1 + log(11264sjaj
3)
log(27:2s2)  log(16384jaj6) :





log 11264 + log s+ 3 log jaj < log 27:2 + 2 log s  log 16384  6 log jaj:
The last inequality holds if log s > log 18454937627:2 +9 log jaj, i.e. s > 18454937627:2 jaj9.
Therefore we will assume for the rest of this section s > 18454937627:2 jaj9. The
assumption N > M9, i.e. 4s > 49jaj9 is now fullled and by an application of







































+ log s+ 4 log jaj   1
2







2  0 (4 log jaj+ 10:71):









2 log s  6 log jaj+ log   27:216384





















  9 + r
r




 12 log   11534336017 
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The inequality above holds, since 12 0 is as function increasing with jaj. Let
us consider the second fraction of the last line in (4.3). As one can easily
compute, the numerator is  0 if








If c0 fullls this inequality another computation shows that the denominator















log s  48 + 8r
(9 + r)r





Next we want to nd an upper bound for jY j. First let us assume ab < 0.
Then we have
U = X2   abY 2  Y 2
and therefore we nd log jY j  12 log jU j. Let now ab > 0. Then
Z = X2 + 2bXY + abY 2 = (X + bY )2 + (ab  b2)Y 2  3
4
Y 2:


















< (U  1:0001)2;
hence
log jY j < 0:144 + 1
2
log jU j:
Therefore we have proved
Proposition 4.3. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (1.4) and assume s >











log jY j < 24 + 4r
(9 + r)r
log s  24 + 4r
(9 + r)r





5. Approximation properties of 
In the previous section we have found an upper bound for log jY j if s
is large with respect to jaj and jbj. In this section we nd a lower bound
for jY j provided jY j > 1. This bound will be found by using approximation
properties of the roots i, 1  i  4. We further assume s > 18454937627:2 jaj9.
First we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (1.4). Then at least one of the
following cases occurs
jX   1Y j < 8
63:99jY j3s3 ; jX   2Y j <
8
3:99jY j3s ;
jX   3Y j < 8
2:99jY j3s ; jX   4Y j <
8
3:99jY j3s :
Proof. From (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5) we nd
(5.1)






















Let j be chosen such that jX   jY j = min
i=1;2;3;4
jX   iY j. Then we have
jY jji   j j  jX   iY j+ jX   jY j  2jX   iY j:
Hence
(5.2) jX   jY j = 1Q
i 6=j jX   iY j
 8jY j3Qi 6=j jj   ij :
Some elementary computations yield lower bounds for
Q
i6=j jj ij and from
these we obtain the lemma.
Proposition 5.2. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (1.4) with jY j > 1 and
s > 3:5  109jaj9. According to the four cases in Lemma 5.1 we have
jY j > s
2
1236:48jaj6 ; jY j >
s2
8089:6jaj7 ;
jY j > s
2
8089:6jaj7 ; jY j >
s3
7107jaj8 :
Hence, in all cases we have jY j > s28089:6jaj7 .
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Proof. From (5.1) together with Lemma 5.1 we obtain




































according to the four possible cases. Since the left hand sides are 2 14Z, we
conclude that they vanish if
jY j  s
3:008jaj2 ; jY j 
s
3:508jaj2 ; jY j 
s
3:676jaj2 ; jY j 
s
3:508jaj2 :(5.3)
Assuming (5.3) we obtain X = (4s+a+b)Y , X =  aY , X =  bY and X = 0
respectively. Inserting these relations in F (X;Y ) = 1 we deduce
jF (Y (4s+ a+ b); Y )j =jY j4 16s2(a2   ab+ b2) + 4s(2a3 + a2b+ ab2 + 2b3)
+(a4 + 2a3b+ 3a2b2 + 2ab3 + b4)

>jY j411:99s2jaj2 > 1;
jF ( Y a; Y )j =jY j4a2(a  b)2  jY j4 > 1;
jF ( Y b; Y )j =jY j4b2(a  b)2  jY j4 9
16
 9 > 1;
jF (0; Y )j =jY j4 > 1:
In any case we get a contradiction and therefore we may assume
jY j > s
3:008jaj2 ; jY j >
s
3:508jaj2 ; jY j >
s
3:676jaj2 ; jY j >
s
3:508jaj2 :(5.4)
Now we split the proof into the four cases according to Lemma 5.1.
Case 1: We use the approximation
(5.5)
1 = 4s+ a+ b  a
2   ab+ b2
4s
+








Let us denote by 1 the approximation (5.5) with omitted L-term. Using
Pade approximations we nd polynomials P and Q such that
1P  Q =(2a
3   a2b  ab2 + 2b3)2
16s2
=





Q :=16s2(a2   ab+ b2) + 4s(3a3   a2b  ab2 + 3b3)
+ (a4 + 3a3b  5a2b2 + 3ab3 + b4);
P :=4s(a2   ab+ b2) + (2a3   a2b  ab2 + 2b3):
By elementary calculations we obtain jP j < 12sjaj2 + 6jaj3 < 12:001sjaj2.
Using Lemma 5.1 we obtain
j(PX  QY )  Y (P 1  Q)  Y P (1   1)j < 8jP j
63:99jY j3s3 :
Some elementary calculations together with (5.4) yield




















Since PX   QY 2 1256Z, we have PX   QY = 0 provided jY j  s
2
1236:48jaj6 .
Inserting this relation in F (X;Y ) = 1 yields




a2   ab+ b23 (a6   3a5b+ 9a4b2   13a3b3 + 9a2b4   3ab5 + b6):
For a0; a1 > 0 we have
























Therefore we nd the estimation
A =
 




jaj6(a2   ab+ 5:48b2)(a2   0:183ab+ 0:182b2)(a2   1:818ab+ b2)
>jaj120:06672:
Furthermore, R1 is some expression of lower terms that one can estimate by
jR1j < 199552s3jaj13 +119216s2jaj14 +36904sjaj15+6597jaj16 < 2 105s3jaj13:
Therefore we receive from (5.7) and (5.4)
jY j4j256s4A+R1j > jY j417:09s4jaj12 > 0:208s8jaj4:
On the other hand
jP j4 < 20743s4jaj8
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which yields a contradiction to (5.7) if s > 18jaj. Therefore we have proved
jY j > s21236:48jaj6 , i.e. the rst case. The proof of the other cases is similar and
we will discuss them less detailed.







 2a3 + a2b+ ab2
16s2
+








For 2 we obtain a Pade approximation
Q
P  2 with
Q :=16s2a(a2   ab+ b2)  4sa(11a3 + 9a2b+ 9ab2 + b3)
  a(13a4 + 32a3b+ 31a2b2 + 17ab3 + 7b4);
P :=  16s2(a2   ab+ b2) + 4sa(10a3 + 11a2b+ 7ab2 + 2b3)
+ (25a4 + 30a3b+ 29a2b2 + 12ab3 + 4b4):
Similarly as in the rst case we compute



















Therefore PX   QY = 0 provided jY j  s28089:6jaj7 . From F (X;Y ) = 1 we
obtain now
(5.10) Y 4(s5A+R1) = P 4;
with
jAj =1024a2(a  b)2(a2   ab+ b2)4j14a3 + 9a2b+ 7ab2 + 5b3j  81
256
jaj10;
jR1j 5500416s4jaj16 + 3231360s3jaj17 + 1588768s2jaj18
+ 4184008sjaj19 + 1966342jaj20 < s4jaj165:51  106;
jP j4 5:31  106s8jaj8:
Comparing the bounds from the right hand side and left hand side of (5.10),
we nd
0:002s9jaj2 < 5:31  106s8jaj8;
which is a contradiction for s > 2:66  109jaj6.
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a2b+ ab2   2b3
16s2
+








Applying Pade's theorem to 3, we obtain an approximation
Q
P  3 with
Q :=16s2b(a2   ab+ b2)  4sb(a3 + 9a2b+ 9ab2 + 11b3)
  b(7a4 + 17a3b+ 31a2b2 + 32ab3 + 13b4);
P :=  16s2(a2   ab+ b2) + 4sa(2a3 + 7a2b+ 11ab2 + 10b3)
+ (4a4 + 12a3b+ 29a2b2 + 30ab3 + 25b4):
Similarly as in the rst case, we obtain



















Therefore PX   QY = 0 provided jY j  s28089:6jaj7 . If we insert this relation
in F (X;Y ) = 1, we get
(5.12) Y 4(s5A+R1) = P 4;
with
jAj =1024b2(a  b)2(a2   ab+ b2)4j5a3 + 7a2b+ 9ab2 + 14b3j  18225
65536
jaj10;
jR1j 5500416s4jaj16 + 3231360s3jaj17 + 1588768s2jaj18
+ 4184008sjaj19 + 1966342jaj20 < s4jaj165:51  106;
jP j4 5:31  106s8jaj8:
This time we deduce from (5.12)
0:00153s9jaj2 < 5:31  106s8jaj8;
a contradiction, provided s > 3:5  109jaj6.
Case 4: In the last case we use the method of Pade approximation twice.
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and by Pade's theorem we obtain an approximation QP  4 with
Q :=ab;
P :=4s+ a+ b:
Similarly as in the rst case we obtain


















Therefore PX QY = 0 provided jY j  s219:36jaj4 . This relation together with
F (X;Y ) = 1 yields
(5.14) Y 4(s2A+R1) = P 4;
where
jAj =16a2b2(a2   ab+ b2)  12jaj2;
jR1j 24sjaj7 + 9jaj8 > 24:001sjaj7;
jP j4 257s4:
From (5.14) we deduce
0:08s6 < 257s4jaj6;
a contradiction provided s > 57jaj3. Therefore we may assume jY j > s219:36jaj4 .









2a3b+ a2b2 + 2ab3
64s3
  5a








Therefore we nd an approximation QP  4 with
Q :=4abs(a2   ab+ b2) + 2ab(2a3   a2b  ab2 + 2b3);
P :=16s2(a2   ab+ b2) + 4s(3a3   a2b  ab2 + 3b3)
+ (a4 + 3a3b  5a2b2 + 3ab3 + b4):
Similarly as in the rst case we obtain




















From (5.15) we deduce PX   QY = 0, if jY j  s37107jaj8 . Let us insert this
relation into the original Thue equation F (X;Y ) = 1. Then
(5.16) Y 4(s4A+R1) = P 4;
with
jAj =256a2b2  a2   ab+ b23
 (a6   3a5b+ 9a4b2   13a3b3 + 9a2b4   3ab5 + b6) > 17:1jaj12;
jR1j 199552s3jaj17 + 119216s2jaj18 + 36904sjaj19 + 6597jaj20
<s3jaj172  105;
jP j4 5:31  106s8jaj8:
This, combined with (5.16), implies
1:21  10 4s12jaj 4 < 5:31  106s8jaj8;
a contradiction, since we assume s > 3:5  109jaj9 > 458jaj3.
If a and b are given, one may obtain better results than those proved
in Proposition 5.2. Indeed, one only has to apply the method of Pade ap-
proximations successively to obtain results of the form jY j > sc(a; b; ) for
some  > 2. In the general case the diculty to nd optimal or even useful
estimations rapidly grows. Observe that the \technical" bound c0 = 3:5  109
in Proposition 5.2 is quite large. In the case of a; b 2 Z the \technical" bound
actually exceeds the bound that one obtains by comparing lower and upper
bounds for log jY j (cf. (5.17) and Theorem 7.1).
Corollary 5.3. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (1.4). Then jY j  1 provided




Proof. Suppose (X;Y ) is a solution to (1.4) with jY j > 1. Let us
compare the bounds from Propositions 4.3 and 5.2 and assume s > c1jaj9+r




























+ 0:144 + log 8089:6:
The coecient of log s is positive if r >  7+
p
241
4 and (5.17) fails provided
s is large enough. Suppose now r =  7+
p
241
4 . Then the coecient of log s
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is zero and (5.17) also fails if c1 is large enough, i.e. c1 > 7:23  1010 >
max(3:5  109; c0(r)).
6. The case of jY j = 1
In view of Corollary 5.3 it remains to consider the case of jY j  1 in
order to prove Theorem 1.1. The case Y = 0 yields the trivial solutions
(X;Y ) = (1; 0). Therefore we are left to the four cases Y = 1 and  = 1
with mixed signs. Since with (X;Y ) also ( X; Y ) is a solution to (1.4) we
only have to check the cases Y = 1 and  = 1.
Let us consider rst the case Y = 1 and  = 1. Thue equation (1.4)
reduces to
P (X) = X4   4sX3   (2ab+ 4s(a+ b))X2   4absX + a2b2   1 = 0:
Since F (X; 1) = P (X)+1, we deduce that the roots of P (X) and F (X; 1) are
close together. Therefore we want to prove that the roots of P (X) lie in the
disjoint intervals
I1 :=(4s+ a+ b  1=8; 4s+ a+ b+ 1=8);
I2 :=( a  1=8; a+ 1=8);
I3 :=( b  1=8; b+ 1=8) and
I4 :=( 1=8; 1=8):
Let us consider the quantities
 P (4s+ a+ b  18 )P (4s+ a+ b+ 18 ) = 64s6 + 128(a+ b)s5 +   
 P ( a  18 )P ( a+ 18 ) = ( 1+64a
2)( 1+64(a b)2)
16384 s
2 +    > 63316384a2s2 +   
 P ( b  18 )P ( b+ 18 ) = ( 1+64b
2)( 1+64(a b)2)
16384 s
2 +    > 16816384a2s2 +   
 P (  18 )P ( 18 ) = ( 1+64a
2)( 1+64b2)
16384 s
2 +    > 63316384a2s2 +   
which yield that if s is large enough then each root of P lies in one of the
intervals I1, I2, I3 or I4. A more detailed analysis yields that s > 130:4jaj3
is adequate (also for the case  =  1). Therefore the only integral solutions
may be X = 4s+ a+ b; a; b or X = 0. Inserting in (1.4) yields
16(a2   ab+ b2)s2 + 4(2a3 + a2b+ ab2 + 2b3)s
+(a4 + 2a3b+ 3a2b2 + 2ab3 + b4) = 1;
a2(a  b)2 = 1;
b2(a  b)2 = 1;
a2b2 = 1;
respectively. The rst equation fails if s is too \large", i.e. s > 2:36jaj. The
other equations only yield solutions listed in Table 1.
Similar arguments apply for  =  1. Observe that in this case there are
no solutions. Therefore we have proved the following proposition:
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Proposition 6.1. Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (1.4) with jY j = 1 and let
s > 130:4jaj3. Then the solution (X;Y ) is listed in Theorem 1.1 or Table 1.
Combining Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 6.1 we immediately obtain The-
orem 1.1.
7. Some examples
First let us state a theorem that one may obtain by recomputing the proof
of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 7.1. If a; b 2 12Z, respectively a; b 2 Z. Then Theorem 1.1 also
holds for s > 6:33  107jaj 29+
p
241




Let us now consider four examples to illustrate Theorems 1.1 and 7.1:
 Let a =  2 and b = 1=2. Then we have the Thue equation
(7.1) X4   4sX3Y + (6s+ 2)X2Y 2 + 4sXY 3 + Y 4 = 1:
Let (X;Y ) be a solution to (7.1). Then (X;Y ) = (0;1) or (X;Y ) =
(1; 0) if s > 1:421011. Note that Thue equation (7.1) has been solved
for all s  0 in the case of the +-sign by Dujella and Jadrijevic [9].
 Let a = 1 and b =  1. Then (1; 0) and (0;1) are the only solutions
to the Thue equation
(7.2) X4   4sX3Y + 2X2Y 2 + 4sXY 3 + Y 4 = 1
provided s > 1:07  105.
 Let a = 5=2, b = 2 and s > 1:71 1012. Then the Diophantine equation
(7.3) X4   4sX3Y   (10 + 18s)X2Y 2   20sXY 3 + 25Y 4 = 1
has only the solutions (1; 0); (2; 1) and ( 2; 1).
 Let a = 4 and b =   134 . Then (X;Y ) = (1; 0) is the only solution to
Thue equation
(7.4) X4   4sX3Y + (26  3s)X2Y 2 + 52sXY 3 + 169Y 4 = 1
if we assume s > 3:64  1017.
All four examples have been solved using Theorem 1.1, respectively The-
orem 7.1.
In most cases one could obtain sharper bounds for s, if one would apply
the method of Pade approximations several times more. However Dujella
and Jadrijevic [9] used the \congruence method" in order to obtain a sharp
estimate for s in the case of equation (7.1). In order to apply this powerful
method, we start with system (3.6) and multiply the rst equation by b and
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put k = sb+ ab2 and similarly we multiply the second equation by a and put













Note that the coecients of (7.5) need not to be integers. The congruence
method essentially depends on nding a \fundamental solution" to (7.5), i.e. in
the cases above we have to nd a fundamental solution corresponding to
X2   (4k2   1)Y 2 = 1;
X2   (4k2   1)Y 2 = 1;
X2   (4k2   25)Y 2 = 1;
X2   (16k2   676)Y 2 = 1;
respectively. Note that the Pell equations above have integral coecients. The
rst two cases yield the fundamental solution 2k +
p
4k2   1. For the other
cases no parameterized fundamental solutions are known and we cannot apply
the powerful \congruence method" in those cases. A close look on (7.5) shows
that only in the case of jabj = 1 and a; b 2 12Z, or jabj = 2 and a; b 2 Z, we can
nd parameterized fundamental solutions. In all other cases no parameterized
fundamental solutions are known.
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